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for all fÇzH p , it is necessary and sufficient that there be a constant A such that OUTLINE OF PROOF. A standard argument (factoring out Blaschke products) shows it is enough to consider the case p -2. The necessity of (2) is then proved by choosing f(z) = (1 -as) -1 , where |a| <1. Conversely, let p = 2 and suppose (2) holds. Since each fÇzH 2 is the Poisson integral of its boundary function, it will be sufficient to prove that where u is the Poisson integral of <p. Thus it will suffice to prove (4) with <p replacing u.
In other words, we must show that the sublinear operator T: <p-*<p is of type (2, q). Since T is trivially of type (oo, oo), this will follow from the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem if it can be shown that T is of weak type (1, q) for 1 gq < oo : 
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If ZnÇzA) and the arcs I 9n are disjoint, then (8) *£(*+U*J)<Z ƒ \<p(t)\dtni44 1 .
In particular, there can be at most a finite number of points z n in A] whose associated arcs I %n are disjoint. This together with (7) and (9) proves (5), and (1) follows. Two applications are worth noting:
